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M.Gilbert: There's an automatic assumption that it's going to be lumped under           
supplier and I, I mean I come from a buyer background but I don't think               
that's fair. Since fairness is one of the procurement principles, let's get            
real and let's look at how both sides can work on this and achieve it. And                
to reduce or mitigate the risk is what we're supposed to do and just look               
at maybe sharing the cost of the risk rather than just letting one party              
wear it all. 

Philip Ideson: Yeah, whoever bears the risk- 

M.Gilbert: That's not really real anyway because as I said, a supplier will just pass              
the risk on to the buyer by way of higher pricing. 

Philip Ideson: Yeah. The cost is absorbed and passed back onto you so whoever ends             
up bearing most of the risks, ends up paying the price for that. 

M.Gilbert: Yeah. 

A.English: I also see in the, from the supplier's point of view, that obligation too, the               
supplier is sometimes the people that you end up dealing with. A supplier             
themselves may ... well, for example, We say this in the IT space, you              
may have a supplier who then suddenly outsources everything         
themselves and you say, "Look, this is not what I signed for." What used              
to take me just a few days is now a month-long project and I don't even                
know who we're talking to, I don't have any ... So the supplier themselves              
has really not fulfilled their obligations as regards the risks. They've said,            
"Here is what we're providing, here are our SLA, here are our KPIs," and              
then they haven't gone anywhere near meeting them because they have           
just gone and said, "Okay, now we're going to do this on the cheap."              
That's something that is ... You speak rightly, Margaret, about the buyers            
not doing themselves any favors, but I certainly see this in suppliers who             
are also, who are doing the same thing. 

M.Gilbert: Yeah, and that's another area in my world, it's called scope creep. It             
means that the scope has changed from what… 

A.English: I think we all know that. 

M.Gilbert: Yeah, but the supplier hasn't adjusted to the fact or gone back and said,              
"Hey, the scope has changed so therefore the extra piece of work will             
need to be priced separately," so to speak. Again this is risk stuff, you're              
right, Anthony. This is risk stuff. 

Philip Ideson: As we, so let's assume that as a buyer and as a supplier, we need to                
commit to essentially sharing risk between ourselves, not putting it all on  
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one side or the other. What are some of the risk factors that we actually               
need to be aware of, or as we start to factor in, okay how can we start to                  
monitor, manage and mitigate the risks that may exist? 

M.Gilbert: If you look at risk, it comes down to three areas, doesn't it? It comes to                
high risk, medium risk and low risk and then it's a matter of how to reduce                
that risk. Of course, you can't just ignore the medium risk or the low risk               
because if you ignore it, it could become high eventually. 

Philip Ideson: Right. 

M.Gilbert: And people when they do focus on it, focus on the high, but, and              
sometimes it might be a good idea if the risk is too high just to sort of wait                  
until it's been resolved before carrying on and doing. But there's such a             
rush to sort of say, "We've got to do this," that risk is forgotten. 

Philip Ideson: Yeah it's- 

M.Gilbert: And it comes back and haunts you later.  

Philip Ideson: Yeah sometimes the risk is so high that you may, you should be             
questioning whether they should actually be buying this in the first place.            
Maybe you should be making it internally. 

M.Gilbert: So one of the risk factors is time, another risk is inability to see what risk                
is there and how to reduce or just ignoring all together or putting it all on                
the supplier which is what we've just been talking about. 

A.English: Could I just add that, that, I mean ... business is really about risk and so                
just as Margaret said, we're talking about you know, high, medium, low            
risk and those can change, those can change over time but you're not             
going to eliminate risk- 

M.Gilbert: <inaudible> can change first too. 

A.English: True, but you're not going to eliminate risk and that's not the point. You're              
not there to say, "We want a completely risk-free investment, I want to             
invest this money and I want 100% guarantee that I'm going to get the              
return on this money absolutely 100% if anything goes wrong." That's not,            
that's not the nature of business, the nature of business is not to say, "We               
will not have any risk," the nature is to say, "Let us manage it." One of the                 
best ways of doing that is simply assessing it and, and so rather than              
having some nebulous, what is this big storm that's going to hit, we don't  
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even know what it is, let's see if we can pinpoint it, let's at least take away                 
some of the uncertainty and how are we going to mitigate that. 

Philip Ideson: Yeah so- 

M.Gilbert: I agree with that. 

Philip Ideson: So kind of scenario planning as an example, you know what could ... the              
things that are likely or may have some probability of occurring, plan out             
what that scenario could look like and then once you're doing that you can              
at least start to understand what the impacts could be. Now it's not that              
that actual scenario may map out over time but at least it has to give you                
some idea of where the weaknesses are within your supply chains for            
example. 

M.Gilbert: Well the other thing is even if it's not too high a risk is that you need to                  
document it so that you're at least aware of it and, and so you can go                
back to it if you need to and take some action. I mean it's the whole ... you                  
know if you don't write it down it doesn’t exist but it's fine. But if that                
person leaves the organization what then? So that's a risk factor too. 

A.English: Definitely, you're looking for single points of failure and just not assuming            
that just because this, this link in the chain always works, you're always             
looking for some alternative. Okay, if you can't fly then you have to catch              
a train, are you ... or are we able to do this remotely like for example,                
you're always looking for some alternative so to protect yourself.          
Especially for those things where there're a number of dependencies          
further down the chain. 

Philip Ideson: Anthony from the supplier perspective, how do you think about risk           
tolerance? How do you set risk tolerance? Because you said before you            
can't mitigate all risks and business is about risk, you know, where's the             
line? 

A.English: Well what I always like to do is, is go back to, what is the business                
outcome here? What, what is the good result and what are we actually             
trying to achieve? So I might ask very high level or open questions like,              
"What is the end game here?" I gave a talk at the Procurement             
Conference several months ago and I had an example of a, a ... it was               
quite an interesting one, it was that there was a tiger in the zoo that               
needed root canal surgery. Now I want to imagine Phil that you're the             
dentist, you're the target dentist. How are you going to protect yourself            
from risk?  
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Now I asked a lawyer this and the lawyer said, "I'll make sure you got               
insurance," And I said, "Insurance is not going to protect you from risk,             
you're going to die if the tiger wakes up." The way that you protect              
yourself from risk there is, you make sure that the anesthetist is the first              
one to go into the cage after, after you put the tiger to sleep. So he's                
taking the risk on himself that, that I absolutely know what the business             
outcome here is, is this, this is actually ... here is what success means,              
here is, is, that this tiger will stay asleep throughout all of the root canal               
surgery. 

Philip Ideson: He's willing to put his, his body on the line for that. 

A.English: Exactly, and so that whole idea of ownership of risk and understanding            
more of what actually is the business outcome because very often people            
will come in, and procurement people may do this certainly said in, in             
other areas of, of the business. Where we just say, "Look, I need this,"              
And they don't really know why they say they need this, I've been told I               
need this and, and ... take a simple example, semi-simple, building a            
website, I need a website. Well hang on, what do you need a website for?               
If that website was an employee what would be its job description? What             
is the end game here? Because maybe you don't actually need a website             
or maybe you don't need whatever you're, you're looking to, to supply.            
Maybe all you need is ... what exactly, what is the actual business goal              
that you're after here? Maybe, maybe all you need is somebody wearing            
a sandwich board and that's how you're going to be advertising your            
business. You don't actually need a website, okay fine.  

So what is the end game here? That's a very important question that I like               
to ask, what is the business outcome, how will we measure it, how will we               
know if we're there? 

M.Gilbert: Accounting people though don't think of it as business outcome Anthony,           
they think, "Okay, we're got to do, we're going to buy this, or this or that,"                
But they don't think of it as business outcome, they think of it, they think,               
might think about it in terms of procurement terms so to speak but they              
wouldn't call it a business outcome. 

M.Gilbert: I like your analogy about, I like your analogy about the root canal because              
sometimes, when you go through a procurement process, sometimes it          
feels exactly like that root canal because not everything's done the way it             
should be done, the right way. 
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Philip Ideson: It because our objectives are not necessarily aligned with each other are            
they? You know as a, a supplier you have one objective, as a buyer you               
may have something that conflicts. But I do think that we're- 

M.Gilbert: I mean- 

Philip Ideson: We're making strides, I think I'm going a little bit of a tangent but I see                
more and more organizations do think about business outcomes and          
buying outcomes and solving challenges as opposed to maybe         
traditionally we didn't think like that.  

Philip Ideson: You know, I want to go back to something you said earlier about             
monitoring risk, you said that we assess risk based on high, medium, low             
and you know, we assume more often than not focused on all the high              
risk and medium and low, you know we may think, well that's a risk I don't                
really need to worry about assessing that again until, maybe the contract            
comes up in three or five years time. But of course conditions change, risk              
profiles are always changing and it's never something that's static. So I            
wonder how you recommend the, the folks could actually think about the            
ongoing monitoring of risk especially when it's not possible to monitor           
everything so they're at least keeping tabs on what they may have            
thought were low or medium risks as the risk profile changes.  

M.Gilbert: Well this comes onto the area that ... and unfortunately is that once the              
contract is signed is it often gets put away in a drawer and forgotten              
about. And then not until five, and using your example, five years later in              
terms of renewing it again. I'm not a believer in that anyway but also,              
because it seems to me is that you need to keep monitoring over, over              
the time of the contract because it could be circumstances that change            
that brings that risk from low to medium or medium to high. That needs to               
be part of the conversation between both parties saying, saying, "Well           
look, since we started this and there is now, we know there is this risk and                
so how are we going to manage it?" There has to be a conversation, you               
can't just ignore it, you just got to sort of keep an eye on it and, and then                  
have the conversation if it's starting to, the risk starts to increase.  

Or, and if there's a new risk that turns up during that time of the contract                
then that equally needs to be considered and looked through and that's            
where it needs to be an honest conversation between buyer and supplier. 

Philip Ideson: One of the things I, I like to do is, you make sure that you have your post                  
contract signing governance and as part of that governance process, I           
always make risk a topic of conversation. You know the, it could be that              
it's just the bottom of an agenda but it means that you're going to  
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consistently have a placeholder, a reminder to talk about it. Because you            
know it often gets missed and again it's not because we're being, we're             
deliberately ignoring it, it's just there's other things in the relationship we            
need to talk about but at least just having it is part of governance helps               
keep it on the agenda. So you are, you do continually touch base- 

M.Gilbert: If you can see, if you can see that the risk is increasing then it needs to be                  
on top of the agenda and then and it needs to be a part of or should be a                   
part of the regular monthly meeting that you have you have with your             
other buyers, have with the suppliers or should have with the suppliers,            
and talk about it then and start looking at it early. Rather than waiting until               
it becomes a horrendous problem.  

Philip Ideson: I know, and that's why risk management becomes a competitive          
advantage isn't it? Where you are actually being proactive and          
understanding and identifying risk upfront so you can react quicker than           
those around you as opposed to a risk event happens and your kind of              
running around like headless chicken trying to figure out what to do while             
... you know because you're in panic mode. That's where, that's kind of             
the difference between a positive outcome and a negative outcome when           
a risk event does happen because- 

M.Gilbert: That's not a good- 

Philip Ideson: Yeah- 

M.Gilbert: It's not a good place to be running around, running around like a headless              
chicken. 

A.English: Well we've all seen that in the airlines, in the airline space, in every few               
months we'll see that airlines booking system has gone down or the flight             
scheduling system or something like that. It doesn't actually crash planes           
but, but the disruption is obvious to everybody and it's all over the news.              
We see it in the banking sector as well, and, and those obviously would              
not actually, don't have their finger on the pulse necessarily in those            
systems. From the outside, we say, "Oh can't they just press a button,"             
Surely, surely, so the assumption is from the outsider's point of view,            
surely they had some alternate system in place that is going to just kick              
in. 

Once you're actually inside, inside the, the system and actually working           
on it you realize that, what, no they don't actually have that yet they              
should. But the ... and it really comes down to, to not having assessed,  
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managed and, and really dealt with the risk. It's just a whole lot of              
assumptions that it's all going to be okay. 

Philip Ideson: Sometimes I, I think that we have, you know as procurement we have the              
best intentions in mind to bring the risk out to what we do and then we                
kind of ... where we really struggle is being able to influence our             
stakeholders to take risk seriously. And it's not that they, it's not that just              
because they have a high risk tolerance, it's because they don't think risk             
is important to them. You know risk isn't going to happen to me because              
I'm, responsible for managing call centers and they're in a physical           
location, in one single location. I'm not moving good from country A to             
country B so I don't even need to be worried about it. I'm interested in               
some of your experiences in how we can actually influence our           
stakeholders and I think Margaret for you it's, it's our internal business            
stakeholders to take risk seriously. 

M.Gilbert: Yes indeed. Well one way to sort of solve some of that and what doesn't               
happen but should, should happen more often is that procurement, and           
Anthony was stalking about silos before. Procurement stays inside a little           
silo and waits for the organization to come to them, rather than the             
procurement should be going out to the organization and that way you            
can start educating what procurement needs but equally and so therefore           
you can also influence the stakeholders in terms of what the possible            
risks are for that particular procurement.  

The problem is, is that people come to procurement at the last minute and              
want an instant result without realizing the tender process will take three            
months, they want it today. So there's all that stuff. 

A.English: There's that whole word, urgent. I've, I've learned, you know as you get             
older, I've learnt not to trust that word. Somebody will come to you, I              
came across this just very recently within the IT space, somebody says,            
"We have this urgent project, it was affecting payroll," The payroll was            
running fine but it was a big, well significant, potentially significant change            
to payroll, not a, not a lot of work necessarily but it was potentially going               
to stop payroll. And this was an urgent thing wait a minute, "How long              
have you know about this?" And it's been, I said, "Why do, why do you               
say this is urgent? Not this is urgent but we're actually going to risk              
bringing down payroll?" It's just a question, it's ... once again it's that             
whole silo mentality so we need to be able to step outside our own silos               
and that's what I have done as the supplier coming into the procurement             
space. 
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Philip Ideson: So I have just two final questions today. The first one is, it's really to help                
any listeners take some action items away from the conversation today  

and you know I think about procurement organizations being one of two            
different places. Either they don't have a formal risk management          
program in place or perhaps they do and they want to take it to the next                
level. So the first question is really, for that company that doesn't have a              
formal risk management program in place, what are some of the actions            
that you'd recommend that a professional within that organization actually          
take to better manage the risk across their portfolio? 

M.Gilbert: I would think that if a company doesn't have, does not have a risk              
management plan then I think that, that should be a really urgent matter             
to be taking up and to put something in place as a protection for the               
organization. But also for our procurement and for the contractual          
obligations that they are, both are committed to. Because if you don't            
manage your risk then that can become a problem for you during the term              
of the contract. 

Philip Ideson: Right and another- 

M.Gilbert: Or sooner or later, sooner or later you're going to have to deal with it. So                
it's better to deal with it early and know how to manage it and sort of act                 
and, and be in a crisis halfway through if something occurs.  

Philip Ideson: You know I'm thinking of, perhaps a buyer who recognizes the importance            
of risk themselves but maybe their organization does and they may not be             
in a position to influence the folks in their organization to put that in place,               
it's the things that they can do at portfolio level so at least they're              
protecting their own stakeholders. 

M.Gilbert: Yes, indeed. It's a case that I've just sort of taken it on board and your                
own, and your own workspace and, and making it happen and, and do put              
something in place in terms of risk, at least have a conversation. 

A.English: One way that I would approach that is to bring, bring together some of the               
key stakeholders and make it extremely simple and, and simply hand           
them a post-it note to each of them. And he said, " Just write down your                
top three issues that you think we, that we think we've got to address."              
And then we simply go around the table, because we have seven people             
there and between the three of us, between all of us we have 21 issues,               
well then that's an issue in itself- 

Philip Ideson: That's right. 
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A.English: We can't even agree what is the most ... so and then you measure              
success by how many of those issues we've crossed off the list. Whether  

it's a monthly meeting or something but we simply walk through, we said,             
"Well look, I perceive that this is a risk in our supply chain here or there.                
We've got a warehouse filing up and we're not going to be able to deal               
we're not going to be able to, to deal with, with the new orders that are                
coming in, we're not going to be able to handle it." 

I perceive that this is a problem, but do you think that this is a problem,                
let's work through that. And so what you're doing there is really making it              
very concrete and getting them to be very, very specific because           
everybody's aware of risk in some particular angles, some particular          
aspect. That's an approach that I would find quite helpful. 

Philip Ideson: How about for a company that is already invested in this form of             
processes and procedures, you know they have data, they're being pretty           
successful and influencing stakeholders. Is there something that they can          
do perhaps to take the management of risks to the next level even further,              
what does best in class from risk management from a procurement           
perspective look like? 

M.Gilbert: Even though <inaudible> organizations that do have something like that,          
it's often just a tick the box exercise, like we have something and so now               
we move on to the next buzzword so to speak and they still don't apply it                
on the day to day. It's the applying and the day to day that has to happen                 
and that's going to, and it might be a case of procurement push it forward               
all they want but then I sort of make <inaudible> from management who             
can then, and I hate to use the word impose, but impose in terms of by                
way of policy perhaps that these things need to be taken account of. 

Philip Ideson: It's focusing on execution. 

M.Gilbert: It might have to, that might have to be the next step, you know? Or it's                
something, I mean you could always take another approach, which I don't            
recommend is let, let it fail and then sort of pick up the pieces later. It sits                 
there so it's not, that's not usually a good idea. 

Philip Ideson: No, we want to be proactive but, you know saying that, when we think              
back to, I had a question before about influencing stakeholders.          
Unfortunately, you know why we don't like it, fear does sell, that's why it's              
all over our newspapers and TV screens every single day. And so            
sometimes you have to, it's not like you're doing it deliberately of course.             
But when there's an event that's happened, as procurement we can be            
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there to help alleviate the issues that that problem caused. But that's the             
point when we have, when we've actually helped alleviate the situation.           
That's the point where we have the most leverage to then try and  

institutionalize better word, the idea of risk management practices         
because that's when the organization has been at its most vulnerable and            
we've actually shown the value that we can bring. 

A.English: You just mentioned, you mentioned before to leave business continuity          
plan, that BCP or disaster recovery, and what I like to, like to do is ... so                 
we'll, instead of just asking the technical people, "What do we need to do              
here?" I, I would be asking, "Well if that system does go down, an ERP               
system for example goes down or if this supply chain breaks at this point              
or that point, who, whose job is on the line?" Because that's the person to               
be speaking to. 

Philip Ideson: I, I got a ... One last question actually Anthony, because you mentioned             
BCP, the business continuity plans. I think when I put my procurement hat             
on I would always ask if a BCP existed but I would, you know once               
somebody said yes a BCP existed, it was almost like I check the box.              
Okay it's there I don't need to worry about it and of course there are               
different flavors of BCP, it may be a one page, or it might be a 200 pager                 
but as a procurement person I would never really know how thorough it             
was, how well tested it was, how built in to reality it was. And so I wonder,                 
as a procurement person, what are the right questions that we should be             
asking of our supplier so we could better get a feel for the, the resilience               
of the BCP if there was an event that was going to happen. 

M.Gilbert: Well perhaps you should be asking- 

A.English: Well one thing is certainly to be able to test it effectively and to set               
yourself some, some really serious SLA's, so service level agreements          
that if, let us, because I'm actually from a very strong IT background and              
so I have done business continuity plans for major banks and so on. And              
there are so many times that where they, they just, they're relying on, on              
some work around or… they're really cheating along the way, it's very,            
very common and so that's a question of finding out, "Well who is going to               
own this?" Who is going to, is going to be able to sign off and say, "Yes,                 
we were able to get that test in the computer system for example back up               
within this specific time," We had to do it assuming that that one person              
who's got all the knowledge in his head wasn't available. 

Philip Ideson: Right. 
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A.English: So, so you're really asking a little bit of an uncomfortable question but, but              
it's, it really needs to be asked because there are some very shoddy             
characters out there I'm afraid to say. 

Philip Ideson: Is it realistic as well for us to ask, you know to, essentially scenario plan               
so for me to ask you as a supplier, here's a scenario, I want you to show                 
me how your BCP protects me if that happens. 

A.English: Yeah, absolutely.  

Philip Ideson: I think that's ... from my perspective I think that would be, if I'd have               
thought in that way, that would be useful because it brings it down to me               
and what I'm buying and what my company is buying as opposed to ... I               
think when I think of BCP's I thought of them as more, kind of vague or                
general or not specifically written for me. 

M.Gilbert: And one way of doing that is doing that is especially doing a tender              
process that to ask the questions, so when you invite them to come in to               
do a proposal presentation is get them to answer the questions that            
you've raised. 

M.Gilbert: And wrap that around, and wrap that around risk and stuff like that, How              
would you manage this situation et cetera? 

Philip Ideson: So I know it's about time to start wrapping up and I asked a couple more                
extra questions there on the end than I, than I intended to. But I think BCP                
is a very important as a, you know it's something that a supplier hangs              
their hat on sometimes and that we don't necessarily understand enough           
so I definitely wanted to go a little bit deeper. But my very last question, I                
always say it's the easier question, where can listener actually go to find             
out more, to connect with you both and to check out your book, you know               
the, which is Contract Matters: Procurement and Risk: A Practical Guide           
for Buyers and Suppliers, where can they actually find that? 

A.English: So we will have the, the link in the show notes though it is available as an                 
Amazon e-book so that's, that's, so looking at it in Kindle, so being able to               
read on your laptop or on, even on your mobile phone if your eyes are               
good enough. And also Margaret you have, Margaret and I are both very             
active on LinkedIn and so that's a, that's a great space to be especially for               
the procurement people because there's a ... it's, it's a great chance to, to              
meet really senior people across the procurement space. And yes, share,           
share some thoughts here, which is, which is a great way of doing it,              
share those discussions, joining those discussions. 
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M.Gilbert: Equally so another way for our listeners to get in touch is through             
Anthony's website and, and my website and go from there or e-mail et             
cetera. There's also some e-books Anthony's looking after Australia so to  

speak and I'm looking after New Zealand and Amazon's looking after           
everywhere else. 

Philip Ideson: Absolutely, Amazon is everywhere, now- 

M.Gilbert: Yeah, indeed. 

Philip Ideson: And so what I will do is I'll include the links to both of your websites, to                 
you LinkedIn profiles, also a link to the book on Amazon, I'll put those on               
the show notes. The show notes are going to be at           
artofprocurement.com/procurementriskbook, that's  
artofprocurement.com/procurementriskbook.  

So Margaret, Anthony, thank you very much for joining me today. 

M.Gilbert: Thank you. 

A.English: You're very welcome, than you. 
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